Compacting Rollers

Why use front compacting rollers?

The main purpose of the front compacting rollers is to break up the clods and re-press the soil. By using them you will be able to:

- To level the soil and to form a layer favoring the circulation of water under the seed bed and thus to contribute to maintain the moisture of the soil,
- Promote the contact between soil and seeds,
- Break down and level ploughing, or work down weathered ploughing,
- Improved front and rear weight distribution on the tractor,
- Increase frost damage following rolling of green cover crops,
- Press and reduce erosion,

Without disturbing the soil’s organic composition.

Use compacting roller it’s choosing spinning tool with low need of power.

By using them in front of the tractor, you get the possibility to combine versatility in order to free back coupling for other tasks.

By choosing CARRÉ rollers, you can benefit from a solution that allows precise driving thanks to, among other things, the self-directional system.

Moreover, our design is recognized as combining robustness and reliability at a competitive price.

All our tools are available with a self-directional direction
for more comfort.

The spirals

The spirals:
A spire roller break up and compact on an average depth, it is the ideal tool to refine ploughing, repress and level soils. Thanks to the design and the width of the coil it can be used at an average depth. Spirals are perfectly suited for breaking down weathered ploughing on average or varying soil types
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The discs

The discs:
A disc roller will cut clumps and destroy cavities, it is an essential tool after ploughing. Cast iron thin discs allow a good penetration and will compact at a depth up to around twenty centimeter. They destroy cavities that risk to block root development of your crops. Discs are perfectly suited for working down ploughing on heavy soils.
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The tyres

A tyre compacting roller will work all width, it guarantee a regular result, it is an ideal tool to make a perfect seed bed.
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